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ARK-X/2 processing log 
 
a) Original data 
 
Original Parasound data were copied from 148 computer tapes. 17 of these tapes were unreadable 





Data volume    : 20.4 GB 





The navigation is the original Parasound navigation recorded at expedition time. 
 
 





No processing was performed. The data is saved ‚as logged’, i.e. time stamps and/or navigational data 
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e) Miscellaneous 
 
- The meta-information was extracted from Parasound headers.  
Time stamps are not equidistant and only present, where Parasound data were logged. 
 
- The data set contains several data gaps (listed below) due to unreadable tapes:  
 
08191638 - 08191727  09081636 - 09090141 
08191939 - 08192019  09121052 - 09122056 
08221509 - 08221634  09132303 - 09141526 
08221818 - 08221842  09132303 - 09141526 
08221931 - 08222016  09150147 - 09151046 
08230332 - 08230411  09160000 - 09170325 
08230426 - 08230551  09160000 - 09170325 
08230426 - 08230551  09160000 - 09170325 
08230714 - 08230737  09221824 - 09231203 
08240040 - 08240136  09231233 - 09261612 
08240321 - 08240400  09231233 - 09261612 
08250623 - 08251109  09231233 - 09261612 
08271417 - 08271428  09231233 - 09261612 
08300836 - 08300857  09231233 - 09261612 
09021801 - 09032333  09261632 - 09270107 
09021801 - 09032333  10011448 - 10011501 
09052356 - 09060020 
